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Abstract: Rotating-frame relaxation rates, R1F, are often measured in NMR studies of protein dynamics.
We show here that large systematic errors can be introduced into measured values of heteronuclear R1F

rates using schemes which are usually employed to suppress cross-correlation between dipole-dipole
and CSA relaxation mechanisms. For example, in a scalar-coupled two-spin X-H spin system the use of
1H WALTZ16 decoupling or 1H pulses applied at regularly spaced intervals leads to a significant
overestimation of heteronuclear R1F values. The problem is studied experimentally and theoretically for
15N-1H and 13C-1H spin pairs, and simple schemes are described which eliminate the artifacts. The
approaches suggested are essential replacements of existing methodology if accurate dynamics parameters
are to be extracted from spin-lock relaxation data sets.

Introduction

Heteronuclear NMR spin-relaxation measurements provide
a powerful tool to probe conformational dynamics in macro-
molecules.1-4 15N relaxation methods are now routine for
studying backbone mobility in proteins1,3 and have been
supplemented in the past few years by new13C and2H relaxation
techniques, allowing direct probes of protein side-chain
dynamics.5-14 Many relaxation experiments rely on the applica-
tion of on- or off-resonance radio frequency (rf) fields which
lock magnetization along the effective field in the rotating

frame.15 On-resonance rotating frame relaxation experiments
have been used routinely to estimate transverse relaxation rates,
R2, for the analysis of pico- to nanosecond time-scale dynamics
in proteins.16 Off-resonance experiments, in turn, have been
employed to quantify micro- to millisecond time scale confor-
mational exchange in macromolecules.17-21 Recent theoretical
developments suggest that rotating-frame experiments are likely
to be extremely useful in characterizing exchange processes that
are outside the fast-exchange limit.22

The accurate description of protein dynamics by NMR is
predicated on the use of robust experimental methods that are
free of any systematic errors. Uncertainties in heteronuclear
autorelaxation rates on the order of 1-2% are usually obtained
from exponential fitting of signal intensities in a series of
relaxation spectra or in repeated measurements.1 This is,
however, a very optimistic estimate if one considers the potential
systematic errors that may be inherent to a particular experiment
or that may be introduced due to hardware imperfections. For
example, heteronuclearR2 values derived fromR1F measure-
ments can be affected by poor alignment of magnetization along
the effective field,20 miscalibration of the spin-lock field strength
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used for the correction of resonance offset effects, spin-lock
field inhomogeneity, and power losses after long rf irradiation.23

Systematic biases may also be introduced intoR2 values
measured in spin-echo experiments due to off-resonance effects
of π pulses in CPMG pulse trains,24,25and a recent report24 has
described how such artifacts can be corrected, yielding accurate
transverse relaxation rates. IncreasedR2 rates obtained fromR1F

measurements relative to those measured from CPMG-based
pulse sequences,R2(CPMG), were noted in several backbone
15N relaxation studies24,26,27 and could not be explained by
properly taking into account off-resonance effects in the CPMG
experiments.24

Cross-correlation between dipole-dipole and chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA) relaxation mechanisms complicates the mea-
surement of heteronuclear autorelaxation rates in protein15N-
1H and13C-1H spin pairs.28-30 The application of either proton
π pulses or proton composite pulse decoupling schemes (e.g.,
WALTZ1631) essentially eliminates these cross-correlation
effects in heteronuclearR2(CPMG) andR1F experiments,29,30

although elevatedR2(CPMG) values resulting from imperfec-
tions in decoupling have been reported.29,30 In the present
contribution we show that the use of either1H π pulses or1H
decoupling during the spin-lock period can lead to systematic
overestimations of heteronuclearR1F values, potentially com-
promising their use in the characterization of protein dynamics.
Herein, we describe the origin of such artifacts and illustrate
both with experimental and simulated data that the effects can
be substantial. Subsequently, simple experimental pulse schemes
are presented which remove cross-correlation effects without
introducing systematic bias inR1F values. These schemes are
applied to the measurement of15N R1F values in protein L, a
small folded domain composed of 63 residues.32,33 Excellent
correlations betweenR2 rates measured via the CPMG experi-
ment and the newR1F schemes are demonstrated.

Materials and Methods

Relaxation Measurements.15N Spin-relaxation measurements were
performed on a sample of the spectrin SH3 domain34 (6 mM in protein,
pH 3.5, 90% H2O, 10% D2O, 1 µM leupeptin, 1µM pepstatin, 800
µM Pefabloc, 278 K) at 11.7 T and on a sample of protein L (1.8 mM
in protein, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, 298 K) at 14.1 T.
15N R1 andR2(CPMG) values were measured as described previously.35

15N R1 andR2(CPMG) values of backbone amides in protein L were
obtained by fitting the intensities of cross-peaks in a set of two-

dimensional spectra recorded with different relaxation delays. Maximal
delays employed were 750 and 200 ms forR1 and R2(CPMG),
respectively, with the spacing between15N π pulses in the CPMG
sequence set to 0.66 ms. TheR2(CPMG) values were numerically
corrected to account for off-resonance effects associated with the CPMG
refocusing pulses (B1 field strength of 5.4 kHz), as described by
Korzhnev et al.24

15N R1F rates were obtained using the pulse sequence shown in Figure
1. The essential elements of the pulse scheme have been described
previously18 and will not be repeated here. Note that during the spin-
lock period of durationT magnetization from each15N spin is placed
along an effective field given by the vector sum of the rf (B1) field and
the residual Zeeman field, which differs for each distinct15N nucleus.
This is achieved in all experiments described in the present work using
scheme 1 of Figure 1 in which chemical shift precession occurs for
fixed delays, described in detail elsewhere.18,36,37 Placement of the
magnetization in this direction ensures that there is little sensitivity
loss due to rf field inhomogeneity which would lead to the rapid decay
of the component of the signal that is orthogonal to the effective spin-
lock axis. An improved version of the experiment, described in Mulder
et al.20 (scheme 2 in Figure 1), uses adiabatic pulses to achieve
alignment of magnetization vectors from individual amide sites along
their effective fields. The conclusions obtained in the present study
with regard to the experimental schemes of Figure 1 are equally valid
for sequences which use these adiabatic pulses.

To assess the efficacy of a number of different approaches for
suppression of cross-correlation between15N-1H dipolar and15N CSA
relaxation mechanisms we have used the sequence of Figure 1, with
various suppression methods represented by inserts a-d. The HNε

proton of Trp41 in the spectrin SH3 domain is well resolved, and the
R1F relaxation rate of the side chain15N indole spin of this residue can
therefore be obtained rapidly by recording a series of one-dimensional
spectra with variable spin-lock times,T (Figure 1).15Nε R1F values were
obtained by exponential fitting of signal decays composed of at least
12 data points (T values ranging from 10 to 180 ms). In addition we
have also measured15Nε R1 andR2(CPMG) rates for this residue with
the15N carrier placed on resonance.R1F values for all of the backbone
15N spins of protein L were obtained from a set of two-dimensional
R1F spectra with a maximum spin-lock duration of 120 ms. In all cases
15N R2 values were obtained from measuredR1F andR1 rates according
to R2 ) (R1F - R1 cos2 θS)/sin2 θS, whereθS ) arccot(ΩS/ν1S), ν1S is
15N spin-lock field strength (in Hz), andΩS is the resonance offset
from the spin-lock carrier (Hz).

We have also extended our studies to include measurements of13C
R1, R2(CPMG), andR1F rates in13C-1H spin pairs. Specifically in this
case, all experiments were performed on a sample of fractionally
deuterated pyruvate labeled with13C at the methyl position, dissolved
in deuterated glycerol. Pulse schemes, analogous to the sequence
described by Ishima et al.38 have been employed, with selection of
methyl isotopomers of the form13CHD2, so that13C relaxation in an
AX spin system (to good approximation) could be investigated. All
experiments on pyruvate were recorded at 278 K at 11.7 T with spin-
lock periodsT varying from 0 to 128 ms.

The spin-lock field strengths used in theR1F experiments were
calibrated according to the method of Desvaux and co-workers.23 On
the probes used in this study the resultingν1S distributions are almost
symmetric with center (Hz)/half-width (Hz) of 1170/45 (15N, spectrin
SH3 domain, 11.7 T), 1630/65 (15N, protein L, 14.1 T) and 1810/60
(13C, pyruvate, 11.7 T).

Numerical Simulations. Simulations of spin dynamics in theR1F

experiments of Figure 1 were performed by numerical solution of the
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Liouville-von Neumann equation.39 We have considered an isolated
two-spin system consisting of a protonI and heteronucleusS (15N or
13C) relaxed by dipole-dipole and CSA (Sonly) mechanisms. Cross-
correlation between theI-Sdipolar,SCSA interactions has been taken
into account, with the explicit expression for the elements of the
Redfield relaxation matrix described elsewhere.1 During the course of
a pulse sequence the spin density operator,F(t), evolves under the effect
of Hamiltonians accounting for (i) chemical shift evolution,HCS )
2πΩIIZ + 2πΩSSZ, whereΩI andΩS are resonance offsets for spinsI
andS, (ii) scalar coupling,HJ ) 2πJIZSZ, whereJ is the scalar coupling
constant in Hz, and (iii) rf fields,Hrf ) 2πν1IIX + 2πν1SSX, whereν1I

andν1S are the strengths of rf fields applied at or near the frequencies
of spinsI andS, respectively. The density operator at the beginning of
spin lock,F(0), is given byS′Z ) SX sin θS + SZ cos θS whereθS )
arccot(ΩS/ν1S), corresponding to magnetization of heteronucleusS
locked along its effective field in the rotating frame.

Numerical simulations have been performed for15N-1H and13C-
1H groups using values of-90 Hz for NH and 140 Hz for CH
J-coupling constants. In some cases (see Figure 2) simulations were
compared directly to experiment, and parameters used were identical
to those employed in experiment. In addition, dynamics parameters
used in the computations were adjusted so as to reproduce the measured
R1 and R2(CPMG) relaxation rates. Simulations of the experimental
R1F profiles for the Nε spin of Trp41 of the spectrin SH3 domain (Figure
2) were based on auto- and cross-relaxation rates calculated using an
overall tumbling time,τR ) 10.1 ns and an order parameter,S2 ) 0.93

along with rNH ) 1.02 Å and15Nε CSA parameters ofσ11 ) -62.8
ppm,σ22 ) 5.8 ppm andσ33 ) 57.0 ppm,40 whereσii is theith principal
component of the15N CSA tensor andσ33 is directed along the NH
bond. All calculations made use of the simplest form of the Lipari-
Szabo spectral density function,41 with the correlation time for fast local
motion set to 0.

Additional simulations for15N-1H groups (Figures 3, 4, and 6) have
also been carried out using either 1.0 or 2.0 kHz15N spin-lock fields,
that are either homogeneous or inhomogeneous with a distribution of
field strengths given by the relation exp(-(x - xo)2/s2), wherexo ) 1
or 2 kHz,s ) 50 Hz. Note that rf inhomogeniety of1H pulses and1H
CW decoupling fields have not been taken into account in any of the
simulations. Backbone15N relaxation rates were generated assuming
τR ) 5.0 ns and an axially symmetric CSA tensor with∆σ ) -160
ppm.42 All of these simulations used a 35.7 kHz rf field for1H pulses
or a 5.0 kHz1H decoupling field.

In the case of simulations involving the relaxation of the13C methyl
carbon in13CHD2 isotopomers in pyruvate, values ofτR ) 5.0 ns,S2

) 0.17,rCH ) 1.09 Å and an axially symmetric13C CSA tensor with
∆σ ) 25 ppm14 were found to exactly reproduce experimental13C R1

andR2(CPMG) rates. Note that three-fold rotation about the methyl-
averaging-axis sets an upper bound forS2 of 0.111, indicating that
methyl rotation may be hindered in pyruvate or, alternatively, that the
Lipari-Szabo model used to interpret the dynamics may well be overly
simplistic, requiring more complex spectral density functions (along

(39) Ernst, R. R.; Bodenhausen, G.; Wokaun, A.Principles of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance in One and Two Dimensions; Oxford University Press: Oxford,
1987.
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Figure 1. Pulse schemes for the measurement of15N R1F values. Scheme 1 is an experiment proposed by Akke and Palmer18 while scheme 2 shows the
improved sequence of Mulder et al.20 Narrow (wide) solid bars correspond toπ/2 (π) rf pulses applied with phasex, unless indicated otherwise, at a carrier
frequency ofωC. In scheme 1 the narrow open bars are15N pulses with flip angles ofπ/2 - arccot(Ω/ν1S), whereν1S is the15N spin-lock field strength and
Ω is the spin-lock offset fromωC. The phases of these pulses are inverted when the sign ofΩ changes. Note that the carrier is switched fromωC to ωC+Ω
immediately prior toT and then back right after. In scheme 2 adiabatic pulses are used to transfer magnetization from thez-axis to the off-resonance
spin-lock field and vice versa, as described by Mulder et al.20 (see this paper for details). Experiments in the present paper were recorded with scheme 1.
All 1H pulses, except those used to attenuate cross-correlation during the15N spin-lock, are applied with the carrier frequency centered on the water resonance.
The CW and WALTZ1631 1H decoupling schemes (∼5 kHz fields) are centered in the middle of the amide region. During the spin-lock interval of duration
T an 15N field of ∼1.7 kHz is typically employed. A 1 kHz 15N WALTZ16 decoupling field31 is employed during acquisition. Values of the delays areτa

) 2.25 ms,τb ) 1/(4JNH) ≈ 2.75 ms,δ ) 0.75 ms, 2πú ) ν1S/(Ω2+ν1S
2), 2πú′ ) ν1S/(Ω2+ν1S

2) - 2/νN, whereνN is the field of the15N pulses. Gradient
strengths in G/cm (length in ms) areg0 ) 0.4 (t1/2), g1 ) 5.0 (1.0),g2 ) 4.0 (0.5),g3 ) 10.0 (1.0),g4 ) 8.0 (1.0),g5 ) 25.0 (1.0),g6 ) 15.0 (1.25),g7 )
4.0 (0.5),g8 ) 14.8 (0.125). The phase cycle employed isφ1 ) (x,-x), φ2 ) (y), φ3 ) 2(x), 2(y), 2(-x), 2(-y), φ4 ) (x), φrec ) (x,-x,-x,x), with the
spin-lock field applied along thex-axis. For eacht1 increment axial peaks are shifted to the border of the spectrum by inversion ofφ2 in concert with the
receiver phaseφrec.52 Quadrature detection inF1 is achieved using the enhanced sensitivity approach,53,54whereby separate spectra are recorded with (φ4,g6)
and (φ4+π,-g6) for eacht1 value. The15N spin-lock is applied during the periodT with 15N magnetization aligned along the effective field in the rotating
frame as discussed by Griesinger and Ernst,36 Yamazaki et al.37 and Akke and Palmer.18 The different1H sequences that have been used to suppress cross-
correlation during the15N spin-lock interval,T, are illustrated in panels a-d. 1H π pulses separated by delays 2d are applied in scheme a, scheme b uses1H
WALTZ16 decoupling, while sequences c and d employ1H continuous wave (CW) irradiation. In scheme c the phase of the1H CW field is alternated
betweenx and-x everyd ms (typicallyd ) 10 ms), while in sequence d alternation is random, withdi typically 10 ms, on average. Details of the implementation
of the random phase alternation procedure are available upon request. Briefly, the pulse sequence code allows the user to define a basic interval of duration
τ during which the phase of the CW field is fixed. Thus, ifT ) τ a CW field of phasex is applied, while ifT ) 2τ, then a single phase change (fromx to
-x) occurs at some random time. IfT ) kτ, there are (k - 1) changes in phase during the spin-lock interval, so thatdi ≈ τ on average. The code developed
can be easily ported from Varian spectrometers as long as it is possible to access a random number generator from calls inside the pulse sequence.
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with additional relaxation measurements) for the interpretation of the
measured rates. However, since the goal of the present work is not to
obtain insight into the dynamics of pyruvate in solution but rather to
be able to simulate the artifacts observed experimentally inR1F meas-
urements, we were satisfied with the above set of dynamics parameters.

In all simulations the apparentR1F relaxation rate was obtained from
the decay of the magnetization along the effective spin-lock field.
Twenty values of the magnetization at time points ranging fromT )
0 to 200 ms were obtained by projecting the density operator onto
Sx sinθS + Sz cosθS, and these values subsequently fitted with a single-
exponential decay function,A exp(-R1FT).

Results and Discussion
Standard Methods for Suppression of Cross-Correlation

Result in OverestimatedR1G. It has long been recognized that
cross-correlation between X-H dipolar and X chemical shift
anisotropy relaxation interactions can have a significant impact
on measured heteroatom spin-relaxation rates.28-30 For example,
for an 15N-1H spin pair attached to a protein tumbling
isotropically in solution with a correlation time of 9 ns it was
shown that cross-correlation can lead to an underestimation of
the transverse autorelaxation decay rate of the15N spin by
approximately 25% for measurements recorded at 11.7 T.30 The
effects of dipole-CSA cross-correlation can be eliminated in
transverse spin-relaxation experiments by the application of1H

π pulses at a rate that prevents the flow of in-phase to anti-
phase magnetization (fromSX to 2SXIZ, for example)29,30or the
application of decoupling fields.29 Both methods are used in
measurements ofR1F relaxation rates (Figure 1a,b), and as we
show below through results obtained from both simulation and
experiment substantial systematic errors can result.

Figure 2a-c shows experimental (circles)R2 values calculated
from measuredR1F rates (see Materials and Methods) for the
15Nε of Trp41 in the spectrin SH3 domain along with the
corresponding values obtained from simulation (solid lines). In
Figure 2a the scheme of Figure 1a has been employed with an
15N on-resonancespin-lock field of 1.17 kHz and a spacing
between successive1H π pulses given by 2d (horizontal axis).
The dashed line in Figure 1 indicates theR2(CPMG) value
obtained with on-resonance heteroatomπ pulses applied during
the CPMG pulse train. In what follows, theR2(CPMG) values
are assumed to be error-free, justified by the conclusions of this
work. Good agreement is noted between experimental and
simulated R2 values obtained fromR1F rates, with large
discrepancies observed betweenR2 rates obtained fromR1F and
CPMG-based approaches. At first glance the dependence ofR2

values generated from spin-lock methods on the rate of
application of 1H pulses seems counterintuitive since the

Figure 2. Experimental (open circles) and simulated (solid lines) transverse relaxation rates,R2, obtained fromR1F values of (i) the15Nε spin of Trp41 in
the spectrin SH3 domain (a-c) and of (ii) the13C spin of the13CHD2 group of pyruvate (d). Dashed lines in the plots denote theR2 value measured using
a CPMG-based pulse scheme with15N/13C π pulses applied on-resonance. Dipole-dipole/CSA cross-correlation in theR1F experiments is suppressed by1H
π pulses29,30 (plots a,b,d) or by1H WALTZ16 decoupling29 (plot c) applied during the15N/13C spin-lock interval. (a)15Nε R2 vs 1H inter-pulse delay, 2d,
measured using an on-resonance 1.17 kHz15N spin-lock; (b)15Nε R2 vs 15N offset from the spin-lock carrier for 2d ) 2 ms and a field of 1.17 kHz. (c)15N
R2 vs 15N offset using a 4.6 kHz1H WALTZ16 decoupling field to suppress cross-correlation and a 1.17 kHz spin-lock field; (d)13C R2 versus 2d measured
with a 1.8 kHz on-resonance13C spin-lock.15N and13C R1F values were simulated as described in Materials and Methods using distributions of the spin-lock
fields (i.e., rf inhomogeneity) measured according to Desvaux and co-workers.23
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magnetization of interest during the spin-lock period is pure
in-phase,SX, but as we show below these effects can be easily
explained.

Figure 2b illustrates theR2 profile obtained as a function of
offset with an15N spin-lock field,ν1S, of 1.17 kHz, 2d ) 2 ms.
In this figure a positive offset corresponds to the carrier
positioned upfield of the Trp 4115Nε resonance. In Figure 2c
the pulse scheme of Figure 1b has been employed with a1H
WALTZ16 decoupling field of 4.6 kHz. As in the case of
suppression of cross-correlation through the application of1H
π pulses (Figure 1a) large errors result when continuous
decoupling fields are applied as well.

The errors inR1F are not limited to measurements of15N spin
relaxation. Figure 2d shows experimental and simulated data
from the13CHD2 methyl of a fractionally deuterated pyruvate
sample obtained with a 1.8 kHz on-resonance spin-locking field
with 1H π pulses applied every 2d ms, and it is clear that
substantial errors in13C R2 rates occur as well.

To investigate how errors inR2 values depend on parameters
such as rf inhomogeneity and spin-locking field strength we
have carried out a number of additional numerical simula-
tions for isolated15N-1H spin pairs. In all of the simulations
we have assumed a15N spin attached to a molecule tumbling
isotropically with a correlation time of 5 ns. Figure 3a-d shows
(∆R2)/(R2

corr), where∆R2 is the difference between anR2 value

calculated from a simulatedR1F rate and the correct value used
in simulations,R2

corr, for spin-lock fields of 1 and 2 kHz. The
bold lines correspond to simulations carried out including the
effects of inhomogeneity, modeled as described in Materials
and Methods, while the dashed lines assume perfectly homo-
geneous fields. Errors decrease as a function of increasing spin-
lock field and can be completely eliminated in simulations by
setting the value of the heteronuclear scalar coupling constant,
J, to zero. When inhomogeneity is taken into account, the
magnitude of the errors decreases although the range of delays
2d and 15N offsets over which errors are observed becomes
significantly larger. Of interest, application of1H π pulses leads
to an asymmetry in the offset dependence ofR1F (Figure 3c),
ν1S ) 1 kHz, 2d ) 5 ms and (Figure 3d)ν1S ) 2 kHz, 2d ) 5
ms. This asymmetry can be eliminated by settingJ to zero or
by neglecting15N-1H dipolar,15N CSA relaxation interference,
although the precise origin of this effect remains to be
investigated.

Figure 4a-c shows simulations of the time evolution of15N
magnetization in an isolated15N-1H spin system during an on-
resonance homogeneous spin-lock of 1 kHz for 2d values of
1.5 (solid line) and 3.5 ms (dashed line). In the case where1H
π pulses are not applied and cross-correlation between dipole
and CSA interactions are neglected, single exponential decays
of SX are observed, while the terms 2SYIZ and 2SZIZ are not

Figure 3. Systematic errors in15N R2 values obtained fromR1F measurements when regularly spaced1H π pulses are applied during the15N spin-lock. In
the ratio∆R2/R2

corr, ∆R2 ) R2
calc - R2

corr, R2
corr is the actual transverse relaxation rate,R2

calc is the apparent transverse relaxation rate obtained from the simulated
R1F data, as described in the text. In the simulations a 1.0 kHz (plots a,c) or 2.0 kHz (plots b,d) spin-lock field is employed, which is either assumed to be
homogeneous (dashed lines) or inhomogeneous with a distribution given by the relation exp(-(x - xo)2/s2), wherexo is theB1 spin-lock field strength and
s ) 50 Hz (bold solid lines). (a), (b)∆R2/R2

corr vs 1H inter-pulse spacing, 2d, using an on-resonance15N spin-lock; (c), (d)∆R2/R2
corr vs 15N offset from the

spin-lock carrier with 2d ) 5 ms.
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produced at all (not shown). In contrast, when1H π pulses are
applied, the decay ofSX is strongly modulated which results in
an apparent increase in measuredR1F values if the signal (over
intervals from 0 to 200 ms, for example) is fitted to an
exponential decay function (see below). Of note, the transfer
of magnetization fromSX to IX is effectively blocked during
the spin-lock period. Simulations show, for example that for
2d ) 3.5 ms and starting fromSX ) 1 at t ) 0, IX or IY terms
with magnitudes of no more than 3× 10-5 are created. Thus,
the oscillations in signal observed in Figure 4a,b do not derive
from the Hartmann-Hahn effect where magnetization transfers
effectively between scalar coupled spins39 (i.e., fromS to I, see
below). Figure 4d shows the time dependence ofSX for the15Nε

spin of Trp41 of the spectrin SH3 domain measured using an
on-resonance spin-lock field of 1.17 kHz with 2d ) 1.5 ms
(circles) along with the exponential decay expected based on
R2(CPMG) measurements (solid line). The oscillations are much
less pronounced in the experimental profile since theB1 field
is not perfectly homogeneous.

Errors inR2 rates measured using spin-lock-based experiments
are expected to have a significant effect on dynamics parameters

extracted fromR1, R2, and heteroatom NOE values. For example,
overestimation ofR2 leads to excessively large values for the
overall rotational correlation timeτR extracted fromR2/R1

ratios43 and to erroneous values of order parameters and
correlation times describing internal dynamics.1,44,45 The arti-
factual offset-dependence ofR2 values noted in Figure 2b,c
complicates the extraction of accurate microsecond-to-mil-
lisecond time scale dynamics parameters from off-resonance
R1F experiments. With these problems in mind we turn our
attention now to describing the origin of the errors using a simple
“local field” model and subsequently present a pulse scheme
to eliminate them.

Modeling the Effects of1H π Pulses Using a “Local-Field”
Approximation. The numerical simulations shown in Figures
2-4 have been performed in a space of 16 product operators
that describes the complete evolution of an isolated two spin-
1/2 spin system. To obtain a physical picture of the effects of
1H π pulses on the evolution of magnetization during a spin-
lock period, however, it is more convenient to simplify the
problem by using a “local-field” approach. In this formulation
a single isolated spinS (heteronucleus) is considered in the
presence of local fields resulting from the scalar coupled spin
I (proton). These local fields can be included in a simple manner
by additional Hamiltonians,HLF, which have the same form as
theSchemical shift Hamiltonian,HLF ) πJSZ andHLF ) -πJSZ

corresponding to spinI in the 1/2 (R) or -1/2 (â) state,
respectively. ConsiderS magnetization at an offset ofΩS Hz
from the carrier so that the effective residual Zeeman field for
each of theS doublet components is given byΩS+J/2 (I spin
in theR state) andΩS-J/2 (I spin in theâ state). In what follows
we refer toS spin magnetization coupled toR and â 1H spin
states at the start of the spin-lock period byS1/2 and S-1/2,
respectively. Immediately prior to the spin-lock period of
durationT in Figure 1S spin magnetization is aligned along
the effective field,n ) (ν1S,0,ΩS)/ν, whereν1S is the magnitude
(Hz) of the spin-lock field applied along thex-axis andν is the

effective frequency,ν ) xν1S
2 +ΩS

2. Note, however, that the
artifacts described above would be present, irrespective of the
initial placement ofS magnetization.

The evolution ofS1/2 during the spin-lock period in which
1H π pulses are applied along thex-axis according to the scheme
(d-πx(I)-d-d-πx(I)-d)n, Figure 1a, can be calculated as a
series of 3n consecutive rotations of the magnetizationS1/2

according to the following: (i) rotate about the vectorn1/2 )

(ν1S,0,ΩS + J/2)/ν1/2 with a frequencyν1/2 ) xν1S
2 +(ΩS+J/2)2

for a time d, (ii) subsequently rotate aboutn-1/2 )

(ν1S,0,ΩS-J/2)/ν-1/2 with a frequencyν-1/2 ) xν1S
2 +(ΩS-J/2)2

for a time 2d and (iii) rotate aboutn1/2 with a frequencyν1/2 for
an additional period of timed, (iv) repeat steps (i-iii) n times.
Note that the effect of1H π pulses during the spin-lock interval
is to invert the sign of the local-field Hamiltonian so that rotation
axes and frequencies alternate betweenn1/2,ν1/2 andn-1/2,ν-1/2,
respectively. A similar set of rotations can be performed for
S-1/2, and the net magnetization at the end of the spin-lock
interval is given by the sum of the two spinS components.

(43) Kay, L. E.; Torchia, D. A.; Bax, A.Biochemistry1989, 28, 8972-8979.
(44) Korzhnev, D. M.; Orekhov, V. Y.; Arseniev, A. S.J. Magn. Reson.1997,

127, 184-191.
(45) Orekhov, V. Y.; Pervushin, K. V.; Korzhnev, D. M.; Arseniev, A. S.J.

Biomol. NMR1995, 6, 113-122.

Figure 4. Simulation of the evolution of (a)SX, (b) 2SYIZ, and (c) 2SZIZ

operators (I - 1H, S - 15N) during application of a 1 kHz on-resonance
homogeneous spin-lock field with1H π pulses applied every 1.5 ms (solid
line) or 3.5 ms (dashed line). The simulations consider all 16 basis operators
necessary to describe the complete evolution of an isolated two-spin system
(see Materials and Methods). Att ) 0 magnetization is of the formSX, and
the length of the magnetization vector is set to 1. Note that a “local field”
treatment (see text) predicts identical time behavior forSX. In the case when
1H π pulses are not applied or in the absence of cross-correlation, an
exponential decay ofSX is obtained with a rate of 8.1 s-1. (d) Experimental
time dependence of the evolution ofSX obtained for the15Nε spin of Trp41
of the spectrin SH3 domain during application of an on-resonance 1.17
kHz spin-lock field and1H π pulses every 1.5 ms (solid circles) and the
exponential decay expected based onR2(CPMG) data (solid line).
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Figure 5a illustrates the relative positions of vectorsn1/2, n-1/2,
andn in the X-Z plane for the case ofJ < 0.

The sequence of rotations listed above, (i-iv), describing the
evolution ofS1/2 can be expressed in terms of a series of unitary
transformations where the magnetization vectorS1/2(t), sampled
stroboscopically, is given at the end of the period of time 4dn,
as

whereU ) U(iii )U(ii)U(i) andU(i), U(ii), U(iii ) are rotations described
in each of steps (i-iii) listed above. We can replace (U)n with
a single effective rotation ofReff about the axisneff, and it can
be shown that this effective axis lies in theXZplane (see below).
In a similar mannerReff andneff can be obtained forS-1/2.

To calculateneff andReff for S1/2 andS-1/2 we have used the
formula for combining successive rotations of anglesΦ1 and
Φ2 about axesn1 and n2 into a single rotation of angleRrot

about an axisnrot,46

In eq 2 ci and si are equal to cos(Φi/2) and sin(Φi/2),

respectively,crot ) cos(Rrot/2), srot ) sin(Rrot/2), andn1, n2, and
nrot are normalized. Successive application of eq 2 to consecutive
rotations described in (i-iv) above gives forS1/2

where only the leading terms in (J/ν), ν ) xν1S
2 +ΩS

2, have

been retained. In eq 3θS ) arccot(ΩS/ν1S), φ ) 2πd xν1S
2 +ΩS

2,
Reff is effective rotation angle, andθeff is the angle between the
effective rotation axisneff in the XZ plane andn. Expressions
for S-1/2 can be obtained directly from eq 3 by replacingθeff

with -θeff. Figure 5b illustrates the spatial relationship between
n1/2

eff , n-1/2
eff , andn, wheren1/2

eff andn-1/2
eff are the effective rotation

axes pertaining to the evolution ofS1/2 andS-1/2, respectively.

In the case that the spin-lock field is applied on-resonance
exact equations forθeff andReff can be derived in compact form.
In this case

where æ ) arctan(J/(2ν1S)), ψ ) 2πd xν1S
2 +(J/2)2 and the

-(+) sign in eq 4.1 is selected forS1/2(S-1/2). The leading terms
in a power series expansion of eq 4 with respect toJ/ν1S are
identical to those in eq 3 withΩS ) 0, as expected.

Equations 3-4 show that after any integral number of
elements (d-πx(I)-d-d-πx(I)-d) S1/2 andS-1/2 lie on surfaces
of cones, with axes tilted byθeff (S1/2) and-θeff (S-1/2) from
the effective magnetic field direction,n. While it is tempting,
therefore, to think of the magnetization components as evolving
in a cone, the actual trajectory is more complicated, as indicated
in Figure 5c for the case ofS1/2. Here the magnetization first
precesses aboutn1/2 for a timed at a frequency ofν1/2, followed
by precession aboutn-1/2 for a time 2d at a frequency ofν-1/2,
and so forth. Despite the complexity of the path, the magnetiza-
tion always returns to the surface of the cone at time points
that are integral multiples of 4d. Figure 5d illustrates the
effective cone of precession for theS1/2 component reflecting
the idea of stroboscopic sampling at time points 4dn.

As discussed above, at time points 4dn during the spin-lock
period one-half of the magnetization effectively resides on the
surface of a cone with axis defined byn1/2

eff , while the other half
is on the surface of a second cone defined byn-1/2

eff (Figure 5b).
To excellent approximation the sum of theS magnetization
components lies along the effective fieldn. However, this sum
oscillates asS1/2 andS-1/2 precess on their respective cones so
that the amount of “spin-locked” magnetization is less than what
is expected. This, in turn, leads to increased measuredR1F rates.
For certain unfortunate combinations ofd, J, ΩS, andν1S, each
magnetization component (S1/2 andS-1/2) can be driven far from

(46) Elliott, J. P.; Dawber, P. G.Symmetry in Physics; Macmillan: London,
1979; Vol. 2.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of effective fields described in the text
(a, b) and the rotations of magnetization about these fields during the spin-
locking interval in anR1F experiment. (a) Vectorsn ) (ν1S,0,ΩS)/ν, n1/2 )

(ν1S,0,ΩS+J/2)/ν1/2 andn-1/2 ) (ν1S,0,ΩS-J/2)/ν-1/2, with ν ) xν1S
2 +ΩS

2,

ν1/2 ) xν1S
2 +(ΩS+J/2)2 andν-1/2 ) xν1S

2 +(ΩS-J/2)2. In the scheme of
Figure 1 magnetization is placed alongn at the start of the spin-lock period
and subsequently evolves due to application of1H π pulses. (b) After each
successive (d-πx(I)-d-d-πx(I)-d) interval the evolution can be described
in terms of rotations about axesn1/2

eff andn-1/2
eff for Smagnetization coupled

to proton spins in theR (S1/2) andâ (S-1/2) states, respectively. (c) Actual
trajectory ofS1/2 during a (d-πx(I)-d-d-πx(I)-d) element, with magne-
tization originating alongn. (d) Effective rotation about the axisn1/2

eff by
the angleReff corresponding to the sum of the three rotations shown in plot
c. The anglesθeff andReff are given in eq 3. The figure has been prepared
assuming thatJ is negative.

S1/2(4dn) ) (U)nS1/2(0)(U-1)n (1)

nrot ) (s1c2n1 + c1s2n2 - s1s2n1× n2)/srot (2.1)

crot ) c1c2 - s1s2n1n2 (2.2)

tan(θeff) ) -(Jν) sin(θS) sin2(φ/2)

cos(φ)
(3.1)

cos(Reff

2n ) ) cos(2φ) - 1
2 (J

ν)2

sin 2(θS)(φ cos(φ) -

sin(φ)) sin (φ) (3.2)

tan (θeff) ) -
sin (2æ) sin2(ψ/2)

cos2(æ) cos(ψ) + sin2(æ)
(4.1)

cos(Reff

2n ) ) cos2(æ) cos(2ψ) + sin2(æ) (4.2)
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the direction of the effective field such that the relaxation
measurement becomes severely compromised.

The modulation ofSspin magnetization is most pronounced
whenn(1/2

eff deviate most significantly fromn (i.e., whenθeff )
90°). Starting from eq 3 and assuming thatJ/ν , 1 we readily
obtain the approximate condition for the maximum modulation
effect where theR1F rates are most in error, which can be
expressed equivalently as,

or

wherek is an integer. The values ofd andΩS predicted by eq
5 are in perfect agreement with values ofd andΩS that produce
the maximum enhancements (spikes) ofR1F in experiments and
simulations (Figures 2 and 3).

For the case whereθeff ≈ 90° n(1/2
eff are very nearly

perpendicular ton and precession of theS1/2 and S-1/2

components aboutn1/2
eff and n-1/2

eff , respectively, leads to a
cosine modulation of the net magnetization with a frequency
given byνmod where 2πνmod ) Reff/(4dn) and

where only the leading term in (J/ν) has been retained. Consider
for example a15N R1F experiment (JNH ≈ -90 Hz) with the
15N spin-lock applied on-resonance with a field strength of 1
kHz and 2d ) 2.5 ms. The15N magnetization decay measured
in this experiment is, to good approximation described by
exp(-R1Ft) cos(2πνmodt), with νmod ) 5.7 s-1, similar to R1F

rates measured in small proteins. Clearly, fitting this decay
profile with a monoexponential function leads to a dramatic
overestimation of the relaxation rate. Equation 6 predicts that
the extent to whichR1F is overestimated will decrease with
increasing delays between1H π pulses (2d), higher spin-lock
fields, ν1S, and increasing offsets,ΩS, in agreement with
experiment and numerical simulations (Figures 2, 3). Examples
of Sspin signal modulations that can be expected from 1 kHz,
homogeneous field, on-resonance spin-lock experiments have
been given in Figure 4a-c obtained from simulations using the
complete two-spin system basis set. An experimental profile of
S signal decay is also shown (Figure 4d). It is noteworthy that
the “local field” approximation considered here predicts the
correct time dependence ofSX.

Improved Methods for the Suppression of Cross-Correla-
tion in the Heteronuclear R1F Experiment. The simulations
and experimental results described above establish the problems
associated with measuring heteroatomR1F rates that are free of
cross-correlation effects between dipolar and CSA interactions.
Clearly, experimental approaches involving the use of1H π
pulses applied at regular short-spaced intervals or1H WALTZ16
decoupling during the spin-lock interval are not good solutions.
Although we have not examined other composite decoupling
schemes here, it is expected that these will also prove
problematic. We have therefore looked for alternative schemes
which do not introduce systematic errors in measuredR1F values

while achieving good suppression of cross-correlation over the
wide range of15N/13C and1H chemical shift offsets that might
be encountered in protein studies. Specifically we have examined
a number of simple phase-modulated continuous wave (CW)
1H irradiation schemes that might meet the requirements outlined
above.

The simplest method to suppress cross-correlation is to apply
a constant-phase CW1H field during the heteroatom spin-lock
period. It is well-known thaton-resonance1H CW irradiation
completely suppresses15N-1H dipolar/15N CSA cross-correla-
tion.15 Both simulated (Figure 6, red) and experimental data
(Figure 7a) establish that error-freeR1F rates can be measured
over a wide range of15N offsets as long as the Hartmann-
Hahn coherence transfer condition,47 ΩI

2 + ν1I
2 ) ΩS

2 + ν1S
2 ,

whereν1I andν1S are1H and15N rf field strengths, respectively,
is avoided. At typical15N spin-lock field strengths of 1-2 kHz
and using 5-6 kHz on-resonance1H rf fields the matching
condition given above is met for15N shifts of 4.5-6.0 kHz
from the spin-lock carrier (see Figure 6), allowing precise
R1F measurements for smaller offsets. Unfortunately,1H
CW irradiation only attenuates X-H dipolar, X CSA cross-
correlated cross-relaxation by the factor cosθI, whereθI )
arccot(ΩI/ν1I).15 This level of suppression may be sufficient for
accurate measurements ofR1F values of13CR or methyl13C spins
in CHD2 groups38 due to their relatively small CSA values1,14

and the small shift dispersion of the directly attached protons.
However, for15N-1H spin pairs in proteins suppression of cross-
correlation by off-resonance1H rf fields is not satisfactory (see
Figure 7b).

Figure 1c,d illustrates improved schemes for suppression of
cross-correlation. In Figure 1c the phase of the1H CW
irradiation field is inverted everyd ms, while in Figure 1d the
spin-lock period is divided into a series of intervals of random

(47) Hartmann, S. R.; Hahn, E. L.Phys. ReV. 1962, 128, 2042-2053.

Figure 6. Simulated systematic errors in15N R2 values obtained fromR1F
measurements when on-resonance1H CW fields are applied during the15N
spin-lock interval. In the ratio∆R2/R2

corr, ∆R2 ) R2
calc - R2

corr, R2
corr is the

actual transverse relaxation rate, andR2
calc is the apparent transverse rate

obtained from the simulations. The15N R1F experiment is “simulated” as
described in the Materials and Methods using a 2.0 kHz homogeneous spin-
lock field. Values of∆R2/R2

corr are plotted as a function of15N offset from
the spin-lock carrier using a 5.0 kHz1H CW field applied with phasex
(red) and with phase alternated betweenx and -x randomly, on average
once per 10.0 ms (yellow), 5.0 ms (green), and 2.0 ms (blue).

4d ) (2k + 1)/xν1S
2 + ΩS

2 (5.1)

ΩS ) ( x((2k + 1)/4d)2 - ν1S
2 (5.2)

νmod ) (sin θS

4πd )(J
ν) (6)
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duration with the phase of rf applied during each successive
interval differing by 180°. The random phase alternation of rf
employed here is an implementation of noise decoupling,
proposed originally by Ernst,48 with the average rate of phase
alternation under experimental control. Thus, when phase
alternations are described as occurring every 2 ms on average,
for example, (see below) what is meant is that during a spin-
lock interval of T ms (T/2) - 1 phase changes would occur,
with the time between changes (denoted bydi, in Figure 1d)
randomly varying with each scan such that

As a first test we have performed simulations to compare
the performance of on-resonance CW decoupling using a field
of constant phase (Figure 6, red) with the1H decoupling scheme
reported in Figure 1d (Figure 6, phase alternations every 2, 5,
and 10 ms, on average, denoted by blue, green, and yellow
curves respectively) using a homogeneous 2 kHz15N spin-lock
field. Not surprising, efficient suppression of cross-correlation
is achieved over a wide range of15N offsets in all cases.
However, if the phase alternation is too fast (more than once
every 5 ms) the simulated15N R1F values overestimate the
correct values by several percentage points. In contrast, for rates
on the order of once per 5-10 msR1F values are essentially
error-free.

Figure 7a shows15N R2 values obtained from experimental
R1F rates of the15Nε spin of Trp41 in the spectrin SH3 domain
using a 4.6 kHz1H on-resonance CW decoupling field with
constant phase (solid circles), with phase alternation by 180°
every 10 ms (solid squares) and with random alternation of
phase ((x, open circles) every 10 ms, on average. The dashed
line indicates theR2(CPMG) value. It is clear that all methods
of proton decoupling are equally effective. In contrast, for off-
resonance1H decoupling the performance of the constant phase
CW field is poor for1H offset values greater than approximately
0.8 kHz (Figure 7b, 3 kHz field, solid circles) as is observed

from the decrease in the measured relaxation rate due to the
incomplete suppression of dipole-CSA cross-correlations.
Systematic phase alternation of the CW field every 10 ms using
the scheme of Figure 1c gives acceptable results over a
bandwidth of(2 kHz (solid squares). Better results are obtained,
however, with random phase alternation every 10 ms, on average
(bandwidth of∼(3 kHz). We recommend, therefore, that this
approach be employed on a per-transient basis. A formal analysis
of the suppression of cross-correlation by random phase
alternation of the1H CW decoupling field is presented in the
Appendix. Briefly, the idea behind the approach is to suppress
the transfer from in-phase (SX) to anti-phase magnetization
(2SXIZ) using a scheme which is sufficiently broadbanded so as
to cover the range of amide1H offsets in a protein. The sequence
used here effectively averages to zero1H magnetization (IZ) at
a rate that is fast compared to cross-correlated relaxation
over a wide range of1H offsets so that the flow of magnetiza-
tion from SX to 2SXIZ due to cross-correlation is essentially
canceled.

As a final check that randomly changing the phase of the1H
CW decoupling field suppresses cross-correlation and does not
introduce other systematic errors into the measurement of15N
R1F values we have measured transverse relaxation rates for
protein L using the scheme of Figure 1d. These values have
been subsequently compared with those obtained with CPMG-
based schemes.

Figure 8a shows a comparison of backbone15N R2(CPMG)
values with those obtained using the sequence of Figure 1a
(applying1H π pulses every 4 ms). Note that the CPMG data
has been corrected for off-resonance effects.24 A systematic
difference in the rates is obtained with the values measured in
the spin-lock experiment on average higher by 7%. In contrast,
an excellent correlation is noted betweenR2(CPMG) and spin-
lock R2 values when the sequence of Figure 1d is employed,
using a 4.5 kHz1H CW decoupling field, with random phase
alternation every 10 ms, on average (Figure 8b).

An alternative strategy to suppress cross-correlation effects
between dipolar and CSA relaxation mechanisms while at the
same time avoiding the artifacts described in the present work
is one in which1H pulses are applied only infrequently (see(48) Ernst, R. R.J. Chem. Phys.1966, 45, 3845-3861.

Figure 7. Experimentally derived transverse relaxation rates,R2, of Trp4115Nε from the spectrin SH3 domain.R2 values were calculated from experimental
15N R1F rates (1.17 kHz field) measured using1H CW decoupling (4.6 kHz field, a; 3.0 kHz, b) with phasex (solid circles), with phase alternated between
x and-x at equally spaced 10 ms intervals (solid squares) and with phase alternated randomly as described in the text, on average once per 10 ms (open
circles). The dashed lines in the plots demark theR2(CPMG) value obtained using a CPMG sequence with15N π pulses applied on-resonance. (a)15N R2

vs 15N offset from the spin-lock carrier measured with on-resonance1H CW fields. For comparative purposes the scale is the same as used in Figure 2. (b)
15N R2 vs 1H offset from the carrier using an on-resonance15N spin-lock field.

∑
i)1

T/2

di ) T ms
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Figure 2a and eq 6). Simulations establish that if spin-lock times
extend up toτ ≈ T1F, and that if three1H π pulses are applied
during this interval,15N transverse relaxation rates are measured
that exceed the correct value by less than 2%. We have
implemented a scheme where for X spin-lock times,T, such
that 0e T < τ/3, 1H pulses are not applied, forτ/3 e T < 2τ/3
a singleπ pulse is applied in the center of the spin-lock period,
for 2τ/3 e T < τ a pair of1H pulses are applied separated by

T/2 (i.e., [T/4-π(1H)-T/4]2), while for T ) τ 3 1H π pulses
are inserted during the spin-lock (i.e., [T/6-π(1H)-T/6]3).
Figure 8c shows the correlation betweenR2(R1F) values mea-
sured on protein L using this approach andR2(CPMG) values,
corrected for off-resonance effects.24 An excellent correlation
between R2 values measured using these two methods is
obtained as well.

Over the past decade a large number of NMR-based dynamics
studies have made use of transverse relaxation rates obtained
from R1F measurements. We have shown here that such values
can be in error when either1H π pulses applied at regular short-
spaced intervals or WALTZ16 decoupling fields are employed
to suppress cross-correlation between X-H dipolar, X CSA
relaxation interference. The errors can be minimized (less than
∼5%) so long as spin-lock fields greater than 2 kHz and delays
between1H π pulses in excess of 5 ms are employed. However,
systematic errors can be reduced substantially beyond this level
with new schemes which have been tested through both
simulation and experiment. It is anticipated that these new
methods will be important additions to experiments for measur-
ing both ps-ns and slowerµs-ms dynamics via on- and off-
resonance spin relaxation, in particular in cases when a wide
range of spin-lock fields are employed.49
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Appendix

The efficient suppression of15N-1H dipolar-15N CSA cross-
correlation over a wide range of1H offsets by the application
of a 1H rf field with random phase alternations can be
rationalized using the formalism developed by Griesinger and
Ernst.50 We start with eq 8 of their work which describes the
time-dependent effective cross-relaxation rate between two
normalized magnetization modesBi andBj

whereΓ̂ is the Redfield relaxation superoperator39 and trajec-
toriesBi(t) andBj(t) are calculated neglecting relaxation as

The unitary transformationU(t), describing evolution of
magnetization under (i) an rf field with phase randomly
alternated fromx to -x applied to spinI and (ii) an off-resonance
spin-lock field on spinS, is given by,

(49) Szyperski, T.; Luginbuhl, P.; Otting, G.; Guntert, P.; Wuthrich, K.J. Biomol.
NMR 1993, 3, 151-164.

(50) Griesinger, C.; Ernst, R. R.Chem. Phys. Lett.1988, 152, 239-247.

Figure 8. ExperimentalR2 values of backbone15N spins in protein L. (a)
R2(CPMG) values after correction for off-resonance effects24 vs R2 rates
obtained fromR1F values,R2(R1F), measured using the scheme of Figure
1a with1H π pulses applied every 4.0 ms and a 1.6 kHz spin-lock field. (b)
Correlation betweenR2(CPMG) values (after correction for off-resonance
effects) andR2(R1F) rates measured using a 4.5 kHz1H CW field with
random phase alternation on average once per 10.0 ms (Figure 1d). (c)
Correlation betweenR2(CPMG) values andR2(R1F) rates measured with
infrequent application of1H π pulses. In the present implementationR1F
values were calculated from a series of nine15N spin-lock delays,T,
extending to 120 ms. ForT < 40 ms, 40 mse T < 80 ms, 80 mse T <
120 ms andT ) 120 msk ) 0, 1, 2, or 3 pulses, respectively, were applied
according to the scheme (T/(2k)-π(1H)-T/(2k))k,k*0. In the CPMG scheme
92 µs 15N π pulses were applied at 378µs intervals.

Rij(t) ) 1
t ∫0

t
Tr{Bi

+ (t′)Γ̂Bj(t′)} dt′ (A1)

Bi(t) ) U(t)BiU
-1(t), Bj(t) ) U(t)BjU

-1(t) (A2)

U(t) ) UI(t)US(t) (A3)
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where

andεq is a factor alternating between 1 and-1 accounting for
phase changes of the rf field applied on spinI.

Consider now the dipole-CSA cross-correlated cross-
relaxation rate betweenBi ) S′Z and Bj ) 2S′ZIZ where S′Z
corresponds to spin-lockedS magnetization,S′Z ) SX sin θS +
SZ cosθS, θS ) arccot(ΩS/ν1S). SubstitutingBi andBj into eq
A1 and making use of the fact thatIZ commutes withUS(t) and
S′Z commutes withUI(t) andUS(t) we obtain

Focusing on the integral in eq A5 we note that it can be
represented as a linear combination

where

Substituting eq A6 into eq A5 we obtain

Goldman has shown51 that in the case of dipole-CSA cross-
correlated relaxationTr{S′ZΓ̂2S′ZIq} ) 0 for q ) x,y leading
finally to

The factorøZ(t) can be viewed as an attenuation coefficient
that characterizes the efficiency of the proposed decoupling
scheme for suppression of dipole-CSA cross-correlations. The

period of timet over which the integration is performed in eqs
A5-7 is chosen such that it is short on the time scale of cross-
relaxation but much longer than the average interval∆tq in eq
A4 corresponding to a period of constant1H rf phase. Under
these conditions the effective cross-relaxation rate defined by
eq A9 becomes essentially time-independent,øZ(t) = øZ,
RDD-CSA(t) = RDD-CSA.

The attenuation coefficientøZ in eq A9 represents the average
z-projection of the magnetization vectorI over the trajectory
sampled during the1H decoupling scheme with randomly
alternated phase. Figure 9 shows values oføZ as a function of
1H offset for a 5 kHz CW rf field with no phase alternation
after a period of 20 ms (thin solid line) and for a 5 kHz field
with the phase alternated between+x and-x, on average every
10 ms, after 20 ms (i.e., one phase change; dashed line) and
after 100 ms (i.e., nine phase changes; bold solid line).øZ values
shown are averages over 100 realizations (i.e., are computed
from 100 trajectories with random phase switching). Note that
the number of phase changes increases with the length of the
relaxation delay, leading to improved suppression of cross-
correlated spin-relaxation. This is important since, unless
suppressed, the effects of cross-correlation become more
pronounced with increased relaxation delays. Figure 9 shows
that for a spin-lock time of 100 msøZ values are close to zero
for 1H offsets less than(1.5 kHz, leading to very efficient
suppression of cross-correlation. Excellent suppression has been
observed experimentally, as illustrated in Figure 7b.
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UI(t) ) ∏
q)1

n

exp[-i(εqν1IIX + ΩIIZ)∆tq], ∑
q)1

n

∆tq ) t (A4.1)

US(t) ) exp[-i(ν1SSX + ΩSSZ)t] (A4.2)

RDD-CSA(t) ) Tr{S′ZΓ̂2S′Z(1t∫0

t
UI(t′)IZ UI

-1(t′)dt′)} (A5)

1
t ∫0

t
UI(t′)IZ UI

-1(t′)dt′ ) øX(t)IX + øY(t)IY + øZ(t)IZ (A6)

øq(t) ) 1
t

Tr{Iq ∫0

t
UI(t′)IZ UI

-1(t′)dt′} /Tr{Iq
2} , q ) x,y,z

(A7)

RDD-CSA(t) ) ∑
q ) x,y,z

øq(t)Tr{S′ZΓ̂2S′ZIq} (A8)

RDD-CSA(t) ) øZ(t)Tr{S′ZΓ̂2S′ZIZ} (A9)

Figure 9. Attenuation factorøZ (see Appendix) versus1H offset, illustrating
averaging of1H Z-magnetization under the action of a 5.0 kHz1H rf field
with constant phase (t ) 20 ms, thin solid line), with random phase
alternation betweenx and-x, on average at intervals of 10 ms (t ) 20 ms,
dashed line;t ) 100 ms, bold solid line) (see Appendix for details).
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